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Figure 1: Our set of visual feedback techniques meant to represent contact in extended reality. These techniques were conceived using the design space presented in this paper and implemented in a Microsoft HoloLens 2 (left). The techniques are the following: A) Kapow, B) Lightning, C) Color Change, D) Arrow, E) Disk, F) Deformation, G) Spark3D, H) Hole, I) Ripple, J) Crack, K) Poof, L) Shaking, M) Bubble3D, and N) Snowflakes.

ABSTRACT
In absence of haptic feedback, the perception of contact with virtual objects can rapidly become a problem in extended reality (XR) applications. XR developers often rely on visual feedback to inform the user and display contact information. However, as for today, there is no clear path on how to design and assess such visual techniques. In this paper, we propose a design space for the creation of visual feedback techniques meant to represent contact with virtual surfaces in XR. Based on this design space, we conceived a set of various visual techniques, including novel approaches based on onomatopoeia and inspired by cartoons, or visual effects based on physical phenomena. Then, we conducted an online preliminary user study with 60 participants, consisting in assessing 6 visual feedback techniques in terms of user experience. We could notably assess, for the first time, the potential influence of the interaction context by comparing the participants’ answers in two different scenarios: industrial versus entertainment conditions. Taken together, our design space and initial results could inspire XR developers for a wide range of applications in which the augmentation of contact seems prominent, such as for vocational training, industrial assembly/maintenance, surgical simulation, videogames, etc.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Extended reality (XR) has become increasingly popular over the last decades due to the democratization of technologies that allow rendering virtual objects with which users can interact. In particular, hand tracking increases users' immersion by allowing the XR systems to detect when users "touch" a virtual object, leading to more responsive mixed environments. Touching objects in XR has led to augment scenarios in different contexts: daily-life usage [24], entertainment [7], industry [23], and medicine [19].

A current challenge for immersive technologies such as virtual (VR), augmented (AR), and mixed reality (MR) is to provide a cogent sensation when touching or grasping virtual objects (in this paper, no physical proxy object is mentioned). Indeed, virtual objects do not have a tangible counterpart in a real environment thus touching them does not elicit any haptic feedback. To address this challenge, both industry and research have considered using visual feedback to indicate that an action occurred when users "touch" a virtual object. The considered solutions rely on user interface (UI) messages and abstract signaling and/or highlighting the virtual objects. Without visual feedback for representing contact, users are prone to trespassing the objects' meshes when touching them, thus compromising their immersion in the virtual environment [37]. For that reason, this paper explores the design of visual feedback for representing contact with virtual objects in XR. We created a design space with a comprehensive list of characteristics conveyed by visual feedback in terms of object's and contact's properties.

We used this design space to create a set of visual feedback techniques (see Fig. 1). This set reproduced some techniques from the literature and also introduced new techniques to represent physical properties as well as visual effects from comics. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) a design space for conceiving visual feedback to represent contact with virtual objects in XR (see Fig. 2); (ii) a literature analysis and classification of visual feedback to represent contact with virtual objects in XR; (iii) the implementation of 14 visual feedback techniques conceived from different combinations of our design space’s features and the conduct of an online preliminary user study to evaluate 6 of them in terms of user experience, both meant to illustrate the pertinence of our presented design space.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents our design space, while Section 4 presents the implemented visual feedback techniques. Section 5 presents our preliminary user study. The discussion and conclusion are found in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2 RELATED WORK

Related works on visual feedback to represent contact with virtual objects have considered the use of visual techniques. Here we first explain and decompose the contact task in XR. Then, we present the different types of visual feedback techniques previously used for representing contact. Last, we present the evaluation methods used in the literature to assess these techniques.

2.1 Contact in Extended Reality

Contact can be defined as the action of two bodies touching each other [35]. From this definition, Sreng et al. described contact with two states: free motion and contact. Then they proposed the following terms to better characterize the second state: a contact starts with an impact and ends with a detachment. This could be seen as a three-phases decomposition: free motion (before contact), impact (at contact), and detachment (after contact).

This decomposition in three phases of the touching interaction could also be applied to another common hand-based interaction in XR environments: grasping. Grasping can be bare handed or not, as one of the differences between VR and AR is the fact that AR favors controller-free interactions [31, 35]. Within MR, freehand grasping is the manual grip between a (real) user and a (virtual) object without using wearable sensors. [1] decomposed grasping in several phases: planning, reaching, pre-load, load, transition, and release. This definition could be simplified, as planning, reaching, and pre-load refer to what happens before the contact, load and transition are phases happening during the contact, and release refers to what happens after contact.

Thus, similarities exist for both touching and grasping in matters of movement’s decomposition with three phases of approach (before contact), contact (at contact), and releasing (after contact). This decomposition appears in the proposed design space (Section 3), as the following features proposed by Sreng et al. to characterize a contact: its position, its direction, its distance, and its force [35].

2.2 Visual Feedback for Representing Contact in Extended Reality

In the absence of haptic feedback, visual feedback can be used to acknowledge a contact occurrence as it was shown since the 90s: in the absence of haptic feedback, sensory substitution (with visual feedback) increased the grasping performance [12]. More recently, it has been observed that visual feedback increased the performance to carry out a simple task such as a "3D pong" task in a virtual environment [13]. Visual feedback strategies for contact augmentation have considered integrating techniques that signal when a contact with a surface occurs.

Sreng et al. proposed in 2006 a set of visual feedback designed to display information about distance, contact and effort between objects. It enclosed the addition of light sources, and glyphs (arrows, disks, spheres) when the manipulated object is close or in contact with another virtual object. Visual animations such as color change, size change, and shape deformation were applied to the glyphs, as a function of distance between objects or amplitude of contact forces. Their results suggest that user preference for a visual feedback varies with the modality of use, as for instance the deformation of the glyphs seems to be preferred regarding a better understanding of the contact situations, while the change of the glyph’s color seems to be preferred concerning the perception of distances between the virtual objects. Concerning preference over the glyphs’ shape,
participants ranked the disk first, the sphere second, and the arrow third [34].

Inspired from this work, Prachyabrued and Borst proposed later a set of visual feedback techniques for representing object grasping comprising the following: no interpenetration between hand and object, full hand-object interpenetration, object see-through, using an auxiliary hand rendering for displaying interpenetration, coloring the hand fingers in contact with the object, coloring the touched object, displaying arrows representing the interpenetration size, and virtual hand vibrations. Their results suggest that grasp techniques should use object color changing or finger color changing when designers want to favor user preference over grasping performance [28]. Differences between penetration and interpenetration visual feedback techniques were then further evaluated by [8] who also analyzed the performance, level of ownership, and user preference of eight different visual feedback techniques for virtual grasping. Their results indicate that users prefer visual feedback that represents the users’ hand outside the object, showing no interpenetration at all, which is also in line with the results from [28].

In 2018, the work of [15] retrieved the color changing, transparency, and shaking techniques proposed by [28] and added other visual feedback techniques such as flashing, highlighting, and deforming virtual objects upon contact. Results of their study also suggest that color changing and highlighting techniques perform the best in terms of response time and participant’s satisfaction [15]. Rendering transformation and especially visual feedback techniques based on color changing are also used in the work of [38], who presented a usability evaluation of a subset of these techniques in terms of user experience and in different application contexts.

Contact augmentation in AR has also considered the possibility of subtracting parts of the virtual object, which is another rendering transformation, to give users the sensation of grasping an object as shown in the work of [35] and in the work of [2]. However, they did not compare such visual feedback techniques with others. Another noteworthy work considering visual feedback in AR is [41], where contact augmentation is used to allow the user to be aware of the tracking boundaries of a device, thanks to the addition of a glyph (coordinate lines), or changes in boundaries’ render. Touch with more traditional objects is acknowledged with a color change, while grasp is highlighted with the addition of an arrow, guiding the user during the object displacement.

Recently, in the domains of commercial products, XR development kits such as SteamVR (version 1.19) and Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK - version 2.7.0) propose solutions for informing contact with surfaces in XR. SteamVR uses a highlight around the object’s contour when it is selected and touched. Microsoft’s MRTK has allowed designers to attach a bounding volume around the virtual object to signal that a contact had occurred. Contact with this bounding box’s anchors was also acknowledged thanks to the anchor’s visible deformation when touched by the user. Recently, they proposed a visual effect that highlights a part of the virtual object’s mesh and its entire contour upon contact [30]. Another company showing interest in the design of virtual contacts is Ultraleap, who offers some guidelines to help creating objects’ affordances [36].

### 2.3 Evaluating Visual Feedback for Representing Contact Information

Regarding the evaluation of visual feedback techniques for representing contact with virtual surfaces in extended reality, existing techniques rely primarily on the assessment of visual feedback performance as in the case of [8, 14, 15, 28, 38, 41]. Performance is evaluated either through a measure of the time needed to complete a task or a part of it [8, 14, 15, 28, 38, 41], a measure related to finger penetration [8, 28], a measure of task precision [28, 38], physiological responses [15] or errors while performing the task [38, 41].

Global preference of visual feedback techniques was also used as a secondary form of evaluation, except for [34] who focused their evaluation on user preference. These evaluations were based on subjective questionnaires designed to rank the different visual feedback [15, 28, 34, 38, 41]. Finally, user experience has also been evaluated by the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [32] in the studies of [14, 41]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the influence of the use case scenario on visual feedback techniques in terms of user experience was never evaluated.

### 2.4 Summary

As mentioned above, work has been carried out by the community regarding the design and evaluation of visual feedback to represent contact with virtual objects. According to our literature review, this is mainly achieved through rendering transformations, such as color changing. However, as far as we know, there are no guidelines, nor design recommendations to follow when creating visual feedback for contact. As a consequence, in this paper, we first introduce a design space to help designing visual feedback to represent contact with virtual objects for XR applications. Then, we propose a set of visual feedback techniques, before conducting a preliminary evaluation of a subset of these techniques in terms of user experience and in different application contexts.

### 3 DESIGN SPACE

As the analysis of existing literature has exhibited, augmenting contact with virtual objects can be enhanced through the use of visual feedback techniques. The design of these techniques can take
of this block, making the choices mutually exclusive. Examples of visual feedback applied to the manipulator object can be found in the work of [28] in which the users’ virtual fingers are colored in red when they are in contact with an object in VR. Color changing can also be applied directly to the touched object [15, 26].

The block Where? brings designers and researchers different possibilities for selecting the location of the visual feedback with respect to the target object. This block offers mutually exclusive choices. The feedback could be co-located with respect to the contact area or it could be located onto the target object’s surface [25] or volume [5]. This block also considers the possibility of placing the visual feedback at a location with a certain offset from the actual target object [20]. The work of [34] displays disks co-located at the zone of contact between users and virtual surfaces. An instance of offset between the visual feedback and the target object’s surface can be observed in the work of [9], where onomatopoeia are displayed next to the touched virtual objects. The purpose of this feedback is to recreate an onomatopoeia effect the same way sound feedback is visually represented in comics [22].

The block When? addresses when the visual feedback appears once a contact with a surface has happened. Based on the definitions of the touching and grasping phases (see Section 2), this block offers three possibilities: making the visual feedback appearing (i) before contact, (ii) at contact, and (iii) after contact. This block offers mutually exclusive choices.

The block How? details how the visual feedback is going to be displayed in the virtual environment. There are six branches in this block: the target object’s (i) transformation, the (ii) addition of an element, the visual feedback’s (iii) intensity, (iv) duration, (v) dimension, and (vi) animation. The first two branches (i-ii) cannot be explored at the same time when creating a visual feedback technique since they describe how the technique behaves. The other branches (ii-vi) must be explored simultaneously every time when creating a visual feedback technique since they describe the technique’s display properties. In the case of target object transformations, this design space considers the following possibilities: deformation, breaking, rotation, translation, scaling, and rendering transformation (such as the most used color changing effect). The work of [15] considered object transformations such as rotation, translation, and scaling when contact was applied to the object’s virtual surface.

This block also considers the possibility of integrating other visual elements as visual feedback, such as lights, particles, onomatopoeia, and glyphs. Examples of light addition can be found in the recent contact representation technique proposed by Microsoft [30] and in the work of [15] where conical and spherical light effects were evaluated. The intensity of the visual feedback can be fixed or variable. A fixed intensity means that the visual feedback is displayed in an identical way every time it is elicited. The intensity can vary either discretely or continuously. A variable intensity means that the visual feedback display can augment or diminish according to other parameters related to contact (e.g., the contact force, the contact’s duration). An example of variable intensity display can be seen in the work of [34] in which the contact force defines the color of the visual feedback.

A visual feedback technique is iteratively crafted by exploring each of the five proposed blocks of our design space. The branches of these blocks can be explored once or several times depending on the questioning (e.g. When? is always asked once for creating one visual feedback, while What? could be answered several times for the same feedback) to create different iterations of visual feedback.

The block What? refers to the properties of the object that are going to be represented through the visual feedback. Two branches are considered in this block. The first, considers the possibility of representing object’s properties through visual feedback. The object’s properties branch considers physical properties such as temperature, hardness/softness, brittleness, surface roughness, etc. An instance of softness visual feedback could be seen in the work of [31]. This block also considers object’s affordances such as the object’s harmfulness, grasping features, etc. Affordances arise from the combination of some features of the object/environment and some features of the animal (e.g. a user), it concerns both the function of artifacts (e.g. a virtual object) and how artifacts are manipulated [11]. In the work of [3, 23], visual feedback is used to notify the graspable aspect of certain objects within their virtual environment. In [41], visual feedback allow boundary awareness. The second branch is designed to help researchers to specify the different properties related to contact with a surface such as occurrence, location, force, direction, and distance (including interpenetration) as seen in the work of [34]. The aforementioned work considers the use of glyphs such as arrows, spheres and disks for depicting these contact-related information when touching a virtual object.

The block Who? refers to the target object on which the visual feedback will be applied. Three possibilities are considered in this dimension: (i) applying the visual feedback to the manipulator object such as the users’ hand model or the virtual or real object manipulated by the user’s hand, such as a stylus; (ii) applying the visual feedback to the touched object, and (iii) applying the visual feedback to an external, dedicated object, such as a helmet visor, a virtual billboard, etc. For instance, Fabiani et al. used a dedicated LED bar as a visual feedback in their experience [12]. When designing a visual feedback, designers can only choose one feature
The duration of the visual feedback can be permanent, fixed or variable. A permanent duration means that the feedback does not disappear after being displayed. A fixed duration means that the feedback is displayed during a pre-determined amount of time. A variable duration means that the duration differs according to other parameters (e.g., the contact force, the contact’s duration). The duration can vary either discretely or continuously. The animation branch in this block considers if the visual feedback is animated or not. The dimensionality feature considers if the feedback is represented over three dimensions (3D) or within a plane (2D).

This design space helps to describe, generate, and compare visual feedback for augmenting contact with virtual objects in XR. Hereby, we classify more than fifty visual feedback from more than twenty different contributions within its branches, as shown in Fig. 2.

4 VISUAL FEEDBACK TECHNIQUES FOR REPRESENTING CONTACT IN XR

We implemented a set of 14 visual feedback techniques that illustrate different combinations of our design space (see Fig. 1 and our accompanying video). These techniques were implemented using the Unity 3D engine and Microsoft’s MRTK. We tracked the user’s index finger, and attached to its tip a Unity sphere collider. This allowed us to acknowledge the occurrence of a contact with virtual objects by using the Unity 3D physics engine. These techniques were run and tested with a Microsoft HoloLens V2.

This set includes techniques to represent contact with virtual surfaces based on physical effects such as brittleness and roughness, as well as graphical elements inspired from comic books such as onomatopoeia (Kapow and Poof as seen in Fig. 1 A and K) or other graphical elements such as Lightning and Bubble3D (Fig. 1 B and M). We also implemented visual feedback techniques based on previous literature such as Disk [34], Arrow [28], and Color Change [15] (see Fig. 1 E, D, and C).

With this set of visual feedback techniques, we aimed at exploring branches of our design space that were not explored before in previous work. In the block What? we intended to explore the representation of the object’s properties. Concerning the block Who? and When? we decided to keep all our techniques focused on the touched object and displayed at the moment of contact since we wanted to homogenize our visual feedback techniques implementations according to those proposed by previous works. In the block Where? our techniques explored different positions of the visual feedback with respect to the contact point between the users’ hand and the virtual object. As for the block How? we intended to illustrate the addition of elements such as onomatopoeia, particles, and glyphs of the What? block of our design space. We also explored the possibilities of having animated techniques, as well as exploring techniques with different types of intensity displays and duration. The table in the supplemental materials depicts how our set of visual feedback techniques is implemented with respect to our design space.

A subset of visual feedback techniques is inspired by physical phenomena. We designed the Crack technique to represent the target objects’ brittleness by projecting a crack over its surface (Fig. 1 J). We created two techniques (Hole and Deformation) to represent the target object’s deformation after a contact (Fig. 1 H and F). The Hole technique displays a representation of a cavity on the target object’s surface where the contact happened. The Deformation technique deforms the entirety of the target object’s volume upon contact. The Snowflakes technique aimed at representing the target object’s temperature through a mist and snowflakes when a contact occurs (Fig. 1 N). We also implemented the Ripple technique that displays rippling waves on the object’s surface on contact (Fig. 1 L).

We considered that visual feedback techniques for representing contact could be enriched with the integration of comic-inspired graphical elements. These graphic elements, such as onomatopoeia, are often used in comics to represent the sound of an action, usually related to punches or explosions [22]. In the case of onomatopoeia, we created a set of visual feedback techniques such as Kapow and Poof. These two techniques display an onomatopoeia presenting the text “Kapow!” and “Poof!” respectively. These onomatopoeias are often used in comics for representing collisions, and therefore, we considered them for the techniques’ implementations. Concerning the techniques that display other graphical elements that come from the comic context, the Bubble3D technique displays a dialog bubble that originates from the contact point with the target object. The Spark3D (Fig. 1 G) and Lightning techniques render a spark and a lightning bolt respectively in the contact area location. We also coded the Shaking technique, which displays waves around the target object to represent that the object is shaking (Fig. 1 L).

Techniques from previous research works were also implemented in this paper. The Disk technique consists in displaying a circle directly co-located with the contact point between the users hand and the virtual object. This technique was implemented based on the work of [34]. The Arrow technique was also recovered from the work of the previous authors. This technique consists in displaying a three-dimensional arrow going in the same direction as the vector normal to the surface where contact occurred. The origin of this 3D arrow is co-located with the contact point at the target object’s surface. The Color Change technique was also implemented for signaling contact since these techniques have been commonly used in previous research works [4, 8, 14, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 35, 38, 41, 42].

5 PRELIMINARY USER STUDY

Contact representation with virtual objects can be used in a wide range of scenarios. Thus, we designed a user study to identify if the use case scenario has an influence on the visual feedback techniques in matters of user experience. Due to the COVID-19 context, we used short videos that participants could watch online.

5.1 Hypotheses

First, inspired from [14] who found that the user experience of a grasping task in VR differs due to different feedback, we hypothesized that user experience under the conditions of our preliminary study is affected by the type of visual feedback used, as some feedback can better represent contact information or can be more pleasant (H1). Our second hypothesis is that the use case scenario influences how different visual feedback methods affect the user experience (H2). Indeed, while different visual feedback’s influence on user experience has been previously evaluated by comparing techniques within a specific application context, to the best of our
Figure 2: The Design Space for Visual Feedback Techniques for representing contacts with virtual objects in extended reality.
This representation includes references of previous research works.
knowledge, the influence of the use case scenario was never evaluated. For example, some visual feedback inspired by comics may be more appropriate in a game compared to a more technical scenario.

5.2 Experimental Design
We considered two scenarios that are representative of major XR application contexts: industry and entertainment. The industrial scenario (industrial) consists of a car interior prototyping application. The entertainment scenario (entertainment) recreates a Whack-a-mole game (see Fig. 3). Both scenarios required to represent contacts between the users’ fingers and virtual objects.

We tested a set of six visual feedback techniques that covers different features of our design space, namely: Arrow, Color Change, Deformation, Disk, Kapow, and Lightning. We chose this subset by taking into account techniques from the literature that were already tested in industrial and research contexts such as Disk, Arrow and Color Change (thus referred as industrial techniques) but also techniques that we designed with an entertainment scenario in mind, such as Kapow, Lightning and Deformation (thus referred as entertainment techniques). This set of visual feedback techniques should allow us to answer H1. We limited the number of conditions mainly to reduce the duration of the experiment. Additionally, these techniques were selected in order to have clusters that could be evaluated under different scenarios as previously stated for H2.

Figure 3: Scenarios. These images (industrial scenario top, entertainment scenario bottom) were shown to the participants in an online questionnaire to provide visual information about the context of use of the visual techniques.

Our two hypotheses define two independent variables: visual feedback (VF) and scenario (Scenario). To avoid learning and novelty effects, we used a mixed design where scenario was a between-subjects factor and visual feedback a within-subjects factor.

5.3 Procedure
Participants had to download an application made with Unity 3D that displayed six videos, each one depicting one of the six visual feedback techniques selected, in a random order. Each video lasted 12s where the same finger movement touching three times a virtual cube colored in cyan (as recommended by [17] to consider the Purrinje phenomenon) elicited a visual feedback under three different intensities (indicated by a text label). The displayed techniques have the same duration of one second and contact with the cube acted as a trigger. Participants could watch the six videos as many times as they wanted and pause/resume them at any moment if desired.

Depending on their group, participants could find with these videos a description of the context where these techniques were going to be used. They were shown an image depicting one of the two possible scenarios, and were asked to have the corresponding industry (industrial) or entertainment (entertainment) context in mind when watching the videos (see Fig. 3). Accompanying the image, there was a brief description of the scenario to help participants understand the application context for the visual feedback, as well as a description of the task they had to imagine themselves performing (touching an element of a car interior or tapping a mole). In order to allow reproducibility, the videos and the scenarios’ scripts used in the experiment are provided as supplemental material.

5.4 Collected Data and Population
The online questionnaire first collected consent from participants, before asking them demographic data. They were then instructed to fill the full version of the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [32] six times, once per videos. The UEQ was integrated to understand the elicited user experience under three dimensions: attractiveness, pragmatic quality (covered by questions concerning the techniques’ efficiency, perspicuity, and dependability), and hedonic quality (i.e. regarding the techniques’ stimulation and novelty). Participants could also leave their comments about each technique.

60 participants (14 female, aged 19-27, M=22, SD=1.8) took part in the experiment. Half of them experienced the industrial scenario while the other half experienced the entertainment scenario. The participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to each group to obtain homogeneous groups in terms of gender and mean age. The experiment lasted ~25 minutes per participant. The questionnaire used in this experiment can be found in the supplemental material.

5.5 Results
Statistical analyses were performed using R and α = 0.05. We used mixed ANOVA when normality assumption was met. When using ANOVA, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to DoFs when sphericity was violated. We used Bonferroni corrections, where the p-values are multiplied by the number of comparisons. When normality assumption was not met, we tried to normalize the data using a Box-Cox transformation [6]. If it failed we processed data using an Aligned Rank Transform (ART) [40].

In the UEQ, attractiveness is the main criterion corresponding to the overall impression of the visual feedback. Perspicuity, Efficiency and Dependability are pragmatic quality aspects, while Stimulation and Novelty are hedonic quality aspects of Attractiveness [32].

Attractiveness. A mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF 
(F_{3,221,2} = 24.0, p < 0.001, \eta^2_G = 0.24) and a significant Scenario × VF interaction (F_{3,221,2} = 3.5, p = 0.01, \eta^2_G = 0.04) on attractiveness. Significant differences (p < 0.001) were found between Arrow and all the other techniques except Lightning. Perspicuity measures the ease to get familiar with the visual feedback. Mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF (F_{3,290} = 24.9, p < 0.001) on perspicuity. Pairwise comparisons show significant differences (p < 0.001) between Disk and all other feedback except...
Color Change, for which significant differences were found with Arrow, Kapow, and Lightning.

Efficiency measures users’ ability to solve their task without unnecessary effort. Mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF ($F_{5,290} = 23.0, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.23$) and a significant Scenario × VF interaction ($F_{5,290} = 2.7, p = 0.02, \eta^2_p = 0.03$) on efficiency. Significant differences ($p < 0.005$) were found between Disk and all techniques except Color Change. Color Change is also significantly different ($p < 0.001$) from all other techniques except Disk and Arrow.

Dependability measures at which point the user feels in control of the interaction. Mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF ($F_{5,290} = 17.2, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.17$) and a significant Scenario × VF interaction ($F_{5,290} = 4.5, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.05$) on dependability. Pairwise comparisons show significant difference ($p < 0.04$) between Kapow industrial and entertainment. In addition Disk shows significantly higher ($p < 0.02$) dependability compared to all other feedback except Color Change.

Stimulation measures the excitement and motivation to use the visual feedback. Mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF ($F_{5,290} = 15.6, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.17$) and a significant Scenario × VF interaction ($F_{5,290} = 4.8, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.06$) on stimulation. Significant differences ($p < 0.001$) were found between Deformation and all other techniques except Color Change and Kapow.

Novelty measures how innovative and creative the visual feedback is. Novelty is higher for the feedback in the industrial scenario. Mixed ANOVA found a significant effect of VF ($F_{5,290} = 27.8, p < 0.001$) and Scenario ($F_{5,290} = 4.8, p < 0.03$) on novelty. Pairwise comparisons show a significant difference ($p < 0.03$) between entertainment and industrial. They also show that Disk has significantly lower ($p < 0.001$) novelty compared to all other techniques. Deformation is significantly different ($p < 0.001$) from all other techniques except Kapow and Lightning.

### 6 DISCUSSION

This paper studied the design of visual feedback techniques that could be used for representing contact with virtual objects in XR. To do so, we first created a design space to help designing these techniques. Then, to demonstrate the usage of our presented design space, we created a set of 14 visual feedback techniques from our design space features to explore its generative capabilities, and evaluated 6 of those techniques in an online preliminary user study (n=60) under two different use case scenarios: industrial and entertainment.

We used the UEQ [32] to evaluate users’ experience of our visual feedback techniques on three different aspects: (i) attractiveness, i.e. the overall impression of the participants, (ii) hedonic quality, i.e. whether participants found them original or stimulating, and (iii) pragmatic quality, i.e. whether the techniques were perceived as perspicuous (clear and easy to understand), efficient or dependable (secure and predictable) for representing contact. We observed that the Color Change and Deform techniques obtained a high score on attractiveness. This might be due to the user’s familiarity with these techniques in other media.

Techniques that used visual feedback that was simple to understand by participants, such as Color Change and Disk, were better evaluated in the pragmatic quality aspect of the UEQ. Regarding hedonic quality, we observed that the entertainment techniques obtained the highest scores. Another interesting feature about these techniques is that they all explored the animated branch of our design space.

We noticed that visual techniques which give feedback that is in some extent “familiar” to the context of touching objects is overall better appreciated by participants. This was the case of Color Change that can be found in user interfaces in other media such as mobile, web, and desktop applications. The participants’ comments also qualified the Color Change feedback as simple and efficient. These results are coherent with previous works which suggest that coloring techniques yield good performance as visual feedback [15, 38]. The Disk technique also delivered good results concerning user experience. This might be due to the Disk’s ability to locate on the target object the position of contact.

In contrast, techniques relying on visual feedback that cannot be found in real life contexts received mixed to negative results. For instance, participants’ comments about the Kapow technique suggested that the technique was efficient for indicating that a contact occurred. However this technique did not show good results for the pragmatic quality aspects of the UEQ. The Lightning and Arrow techniques often obtained the lowest scores in the user experience evaluation. Regarding Arrow, this could be explained by the fact that the arrow always went in the direction opposite to the contact, as noticed by some participants. This result is in line with the work of [34] where the arrow technique was also ranked the lowest in terms of user experience. As for the Lightning, participants commented that it was not fit for the technical scenario and that it gave them the impression of doing something dangerous.

Based on these results, we can suggest that the low performance of these techniques in terms of user experience was due to the fact that what the feedback conveyed cannot be found in a context “familiar” enough to participants or because these representations

![Figure 4: User Experience Questionnaire results. Error bars represent 95% CI for the mean. Means are rated on a seven points Likert scale ranging from -3 (worst) to +3 (best).](image-url)
We expected the low performance of the entertainment techniques (Kapow, Lightning, and Deformation) for the industrial scenario since they were most likely perceived as unfit for a professional, industrial scenario.

Overall these results suggest that user experience could indeed be affected by the visual feedback used, validating H1. These findings are aligned with those of [14] who suggest that user experience varies according to the provided visual feedback technique. In addition, our study’s preliminary findings suggest that there is an influence of the use case scenario on visual feedback techniques in terms of user experience. Results show that the type of scenario, entertainment or industrial, impacted user experience’s ratings of attractiveness, efficiency, dependability, and stimulation, but only for some of the techniques. Further research could be useful for investigating H2 and the factors behind the impact of the scenario on visual feedback.

### 6.1 Design Considerations

Based on the results of our preliminary experiment, we propose initial design considerations that could be useful for designers and researchers when considering the integration of visual feedback for representing contact with virtual objects.

We observed that visual techniques which display simple information are more appreciated by users. For some visual feedback techniques, context is an important element to consider. The design of visual feedback should be as pertinent as possible to their context. As seen in our study, user experience diminished when participants found that some techniques were not pertinent to the use-case scenario. Designers and researchers should also be aware of the semantics and meaning of elements they use to signal a contact. As we noticed, some visual feedback can be even interpreted as a warning rather than just information about contact. We noticed that the techniques that signaled the contact’s location on the object’s surface were better evaluated in terms of pragmatic quality.

We hope that the insights taken from our preliminary study could be applied to further research that would seek to study the impact of visual feedback for touching objects in XR. Nevertheless, caution is necessary since the results obtained in AR cannot be extrapolated to VR nor vice-versa. Future work should thus consider exploring separately VR and AR.

### 6.2 Limitations and Future Work

A study involving participants experiencing these effects in XR or in any other interactive environment was not possible mainly due to the global pandemic context. However, the visual feedback techniques were firstly implemented and tested in the HoloLens 2. Despite this, results from our online user study are in line with those from the literature [14].

To focus on techniques that could be suitable for our experimental evaluation, we narrowed the exploration of our design space. Future work could explore other branch combinations of our design space and also add other factors that could be valuable for designing visual feedback techniques. Since our evaluation focused on the qualitative aspect of the techniques, a study on practical aspects of techniques for contact representation could be carried out. Future work could also explore the impact of the use case scenario on task performance.

The implemented visual feedback techniques in this paper gave rise to very different visual design and layout, despite having explored the same branches of our design space. This could impact users’ experience. An alternative visual feedback design could certainly have influenced the results. Visual feedback in general relies on strong aesthetic components that determine their impact on user experience [14]. Further research work could explore the impact of the aesthetic components of visual feedback under different contexts in XR that require touching or grasping virtual objects. The study of the visual feedback comprehensibility could be another direction to take for future work.

Future work could further study the impact of aesthetics and clustering for visual feedback for representing contact in XR. Additionally, pseudo-haptic effect could be explored in future work to identify which types of visual pseudo-haptic feedback could be used to convey information not only about contact but also about the shape of the touched object as well as its material properties. We mainly focused our work on the sense of sight, said to be dominant over the others [27]. However, it has been shown that multi-modal feedback could help improving user performances in VR applications [10]. Thus, future work should also explore the addition of new branches in the design space to create multi-modal feedback including auditory and haptic feedback for contact augmentation. A starting point could be the work of [16] who proposed a taxonomy for sound in VR, or the works of [39] which explores the interactions between visual and haptic feedback mechanisms. Finally, even if we focused on two very representative XR application scenarios (industrial and entertainment), other scenarios could also be explored in future work.

### 7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a design space for visual feedback for augmenting the contact sensations when touching virtual objects in XR. Using this design space, we conceived a set of visual feedback techniques that illustrate its generative capabilities. We conducted a preliminary user study to assess information about user experience. Participants were divided into two groups that were asked to consider either an entertainment or an industrial use case scenarios when evaluating visual feedback techniques presented in a series of videos. Results suggest that the application scenario could influence their user experience evaluation. The design space presented in this paper could pave the way to the design and evaluation of visual feedback techniques for representing contact with virtual surfaces within XR environments as a means to maintain users’ sense of presence.
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